
 

ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE FIELD OF ARTS EDUCATION 

“Art is more than creative expression” It has been the dominant theme of art 

education at Doon International School, Amritsar. Art education has its roots in 

drawing, which, with reading, writing, singing, and playing an instrument is 

comprised the basic elementary school curriculum. Art education has been 

expanded to include painting, design, graphic arts, and the "plastic arts" (e.g., 

sculpture and ceramics), for our senior students.  

The school is associated with Shanker Mahadevan Music Academy.  Our experts 

guide our students, polish their skills and enhance their talent.  We are blessed 

to have talented students who have brought laurels for school.  

The Committee of Arts at Doon International School provides many opportunities 

for students to demonstrate their skills through authentic performance. Arts 

enable children to grow in confidence and learn how to think positively about 

themselves and learning. It develops creativity in students. Through arts, 

children learn to observe, interpret, see different perspectives, analyze, and 

synthesize. The committee provides endless opportunities to quench their 

creative thirst. Our students have participated in not only district level 

competitions but also in State level and National level painting, music and dance 

competitions. The students have brought laurels to the school by winning various 

competitions.  

The committee ensures that in the Art classes special attention is given to the 

step by step pictorial representations and children friendly art styles. We try to 

cover all kind of art forms, themes and presentation. Time to times activities are 

conducted in the classes according to the upcoming special days like festivals 

and events. Activities like Poster Making on ‘Gandhi Jayanti’; Rakhi making on 

‘Rakshabandhan’; Diya or candle decoration on ‘Diwali’; socks decoration 

carnival cycle decoration on Christmas are conducted within the classes. These 

activities are introduced to enrich our students about our traditional styles of art 

and different cultures also.  

 


